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E*S' December 14, 1977

Honorable Thomas W. McGee
Speaker of the House of Representatives
State House
Bos ton, MA

Dear Mr. Speaker:

Pursuant to House Order 6637, adopted on
September 27, 1977, I am pleased to submit herewith
the report of the Special Committee established to
investigate and study the feasibility of closing the
Monroe State Prison appointed by you on October 18, 1977.

Your 'Committee has responded to the problems
raised by the House, has held numerous hearings within
the State House and in the various locations of the
Commonwealth deemed to be necessary to carry out the
mandates established by the House.

After carefully examining all of the relevant
material transmitted by the Department of Corrections,
evaluating testimony, data and reports submitted by others
we have compiled all the necessary material which we
believe will enlighten your membership and give them
the facts upon which to render proper decisions on the
important questions you have submitted to us.

We have discharged our responsibility to the
House in a thorough and expeditious fashion. We wish
to thank all those persons who assisted us in fulfilling
our obligations in a manner we believe will bring credit
to your House.

Sincerely,

FOR THE COMMITTEE

FRANK J. MATRANGO ff
Chairman

FJM/ s
Attachments
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I. A Special Committee of the House of Representatives was
appointed pursuant to House Order 5637, adopted on September 27,
1977. The purpose of the Special Committee was to Investigate and
study the feasibility of closing the Monroe State Prison due to
continued Incidents of violence associated with inmates of said
prison, intense community fears of said prison, the deterioration
of the physical plant of said prison and the water pollution
being generated by said prison.

On October 18, 1977, House Speaker Thomas W. McGee appointed

the following members;

Rep. Frank J. Matrango, North Adams - Chairman
Rep. Rudy Chmura, Springfield

Rep. William Nagle, Northampton

Rep. Thomas Simons, Montague

Rep. Jonathan Healy, Charlemont

On October 24, 1977 the Committee held its organizational

meeting at the State House and decided upon its program agenda
and responsibilities.

The Special Committee held four public hearings on MCI Monore.

Tvo of the hearings were held at the State House, the first involving

Commissioner of Corrections Frank Hall and second involving Gertrude

Cuthbert, Chairperson, Parole Board. Two public hearings were held in

the Western part of the state, one at State College at North Adams for

the people of the area who wish to appear and testify publicly before our

Special House Committee and the other at Town Hall in the Town of Monroe,

where citizens of that specific area were given an opportunity to present

their views toward MCI Monroe. Earlier that same day, the Committee and

media from the immediate area toured the facility at MCI Monroe inspecting

each of the buildings and discussing the problems of the physical facility

per se with the superintendent and his staff at that location.

11. Public Hearings and visitations
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A. Commissioner Frank Hall outlined the changing role of the facility

at Monroe. From its inception in 1955 as a forestry camp, constructed from

former CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps) camp and converted to a forestry

camp for prisoners to be able to work on forestry projects under the then

Department of Correction's changing policy regarding its institutions and the

trend toward community based facilities, minimum security, with small numbers

of inmates. All of the inmates who are assigned to MCI Monroe are normally

assigned there in their last year of eligibility for parole. The minority

of those assigned to MCI Monroe are individuals whose place of origin at

incarceration was from the western district of the state, namely, Hampden,

Hampshire, Franklin and Berkshire counties, the rationale for this type of

placement being historically to return inmates to their pre-incarceration

environment. (see attachments II and III)

In 1972, MCI Monroe was converted to a pre-release center. In

response to questioning by members of the Committee, the Commissioner indicated

that many of the supportive and professional staff of the institution were

not original residents from that area. He also indicated that there were

some positive results from the programs initiated at MCI Monroe which were

positively diminished in the public's eye as a result of two heinous incidents

within the immediate area associated with inmates who were on pre-release from

MCI Monroe or on parole from MCI Monroe.

As a result of the alleged Involvement of these individuals the community

(See TAPE lettered A)

B.) At our second public hearing at the State House on November 1, 1977

Ms. Gertrude Cuthbert, Parole Board Chairperson, appeared in behalf of the

Parole Board to respond to questions initiated by the members of the

Committee concerning the relationship between Mass. Department of Corrections

and specifically the relationship between the Department of Parole and MCI

Monroe. (See tape lettered B)

In response to questions by members of the Committee it was learned

that there is little if any interface between Massachusetts Department

of Corrections and the Board of Parole. It was also determined from Mrs.

in general has taken a negative and hostile attitude toward MCI Monore.
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Cuthbert that there is no weight given to saturation of an area based on

density of population by the Board when parole is granted.

David Lindy, Director of Parole Services related to the Committee that

physical facilities at MCI Monroe are "poor". He maintained that the relation-

ship between Parole and local law enforcement agencies were good.

C.) The public hearing in North Adams, held at the Freel Library

on the State College campus on Friday November 4, 1977 was attended by about

40 substantive members of the community. Ten persons spoke, including three

■embers of the advisory committee, Richard Lamb, then candidate for Mayor

of North Adams and two city councilmen, one of whom was a member of advisory

committee.

The general consensus of the attitude prevailing in the North Adams

area is as follows:

1.) There was serious sensitive concern about prisoners and their

rehabilitation and the prison camp was "welcome" at first.

2.) There has been a distinct change of attitude by the people toward

prisons. The feeling is that prison officials are "too soft" on offenders.

and that increased crime in the area is blamed on the inmates. Police records

will verify this.

3.) There is no longer any community support for the program there, just

real hostility and fear. Recent incidents only "fuel the fires that feed the

fears". The area is relatively free of violent crime and its occurrence now is

blamed directly on the camp. They feel that the type of Inmate at Monroe now is

different from what was there before and they blame the Corrections Department for

this.

4.) They want the work release and education release programs suspended,

they want the prison facility closed and get the money back to "rehabilitative

programs". They want positive action now, because the program has failed.

"It hasn't worked, close it" was the general consensus.

D. Site visit to Monroe, Mass., Prison camp and Interview with John

Lua, Superintendent:

Most of the officers do not live in the area of Monroe, Mass. Many of

then were former employees in state institutions elsewhere in the State and

moved to the area In recent years.
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Asked what his preference would be at Monroe, he said "pretty much what

we're doing but not a pre-release center, maybe a 'pre-pre-release center',

minimum security with intensive therapy; also, an internal education and

personal development program, drug and alcohol counselling and then on to

a pre-release center located elsewhere". Monore is too inaccessible for Job

resource development. Prisoners are younger today with histories of drugs,

breaking and entering, armed robbery, and manslaughter. This would mean large

capital expenditures to upgrade the facility. Internal programs, decisional

training programs, GED instruction, all these exist to some extent now at the

facility.

A tour of the grounds and the facility which is composed of about ten (10)

buildings, all barrack-type wooden construction, revealed that it appeared to be

well kept inspite of the age of the buildings. The interiors were old (all 1955)

some sagging floors, steps, etc; and all had overhead duct heat, warm upper levels

and cold drafty floors. An alarm system connects directly with the Massachusetts

State Police.

The waste discharge system needed repairs, and the artesian-fed water

supply, with a capacity of seven gallons per minute, was inadequate. Both

would be expensive to repair or replace. The Department of Public Health

has complained about the polluted water supply. Water from a polluted stream

la diverted into holding tanks for laundry, flushing, etc.

E. Public Hearing. Town Hall, Monroe, Massachusetts

About 80 townspeople attended the hearing in the Town Hall. Fourteen

persons spoke, all opposing the presence of the camp in the town, and want to

see it closed. General dissatisfaction was voiced with conditions existing

at the camp and the fact that a "different type" of prisoner is being brought

there now than when the camp originally opened. Promises were made to them

at the time, 1955, by state government officials that only non-violent types

of prisoners would come; but "things have changed". Recent incidents of

violence have "jelled" the feelings of the people into opposition of the

camp being there so close in their midst. The aggravated pollution problem

also antagonized many. No one favored the facility.
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Major Findingsm

1. The Committee finds that the original purpose of a forestry canp

facility at Monroe is no longer devoted to forestry work but is now

a pre-release center. Nearly 60% of the inmates at the facility ccme

from Eastern Massachusetts, have no roots in Western Massachusetts and

will not live there when they finish their sentences, and have no

interest in forestry vork or conservation related careers.

2. The operating budget for the facility is too great an expenditure

for the small return. The 1978 budget, the current year's appropriation

for operating expense at the facility is $384,303. Of this total,

$270,673 is being spent for personnel. The remainder of the account,

larger items are as follows:

TOGO $46,500 (about 150 meals served per day as a cost of
$2.43 per day).

HEAT $20,000

WAGES
TUITION $12,525

At the time of the visit on Novanber 8, 1977, only 21 inmates

were there. For a good part of the year the facility has only housed

about 25 persons. If the figure 21 is used, the per capita expenditure

is $21,000 which the Ccrmittee deemed excessive. The per capita expenses

in any case are not justified.

3. The personnel has mostly moved from other correctional institutions

in the Eastern part of the state and now reside in the area. The complement

there is 17 positions as follows:

1. Superintendent (1) (pre-release)
2. deputy Superintendent (1)
3. Senior Prison Carp Officer (2)

4. Prison Camp Officer (10)
5. Senior Clerk Typist (1)
6. Correctional Social Worker (1)
7. Counsellor, Correctional (1)

The Department, prior to the establishment of the Committee,

had already begun the exploration of alternatives to MCI Monroe.

The Department's own alternatives are:

4

(1) close the program and relocate the facility

(2) raze the current facility and construct a new one

(3) find new location for the program
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(4) close the program, transfer the money and program to another

location

5. The Committee finds that the Parole Board and the Department of Correction

do not coordinate their programs closely. Poor communications were

evident on several levels and close questioning by the Committee -of the

Chairperson of the Parole Board revealed the need for much closer cooperation,

clearer communication lines between the two departments and much better co-

ordination. The high escape rate from Monroe, four times the average,

documented by the department's statistical reports, indicates that poor

administration and supervision have continuously plagued the facility,

lending credibility to the local uproar.

The Committee would recommend to the Executive Office of Human Services

that coordination of all human service agencies and programs be a priority

in their consideration of placement of new facilities and programs to avoid

saturation of one particular geographical area.

6, The Committee toured the camp and made an inspection of the building.

We find the facility (i.e. all of the buildings) to be old, temporary barrack-

style construction. The history of the camp indicates that the wooden

structures, ten in all, were not designed to house a program like the

current one being conducted by the department at the site. The Committee

fcxnd the following conditions:

1. The ten buildings were all snail barrack-type# wooden structures,

scattered over a snail site in the state forest, located near a

river. Nearly all of them need repairs and/or replacement and

constitute a fire hazard.

2. The heating system consisted of individual hot air units for each

building. The hot air blowers fire located in the ceilings which

blow hot air down on the roans. In severe weather (and it nust

be mentioned that Monroe is located in the Berkshire Hills where

the winters are among the severest in New England) the floors are

drafty and cold and the upper part of the rooms are hot. Tb alter

these individual heating units in each building, plus a hot water

system would be a major capital expense. Tb make these kinds of

expenditures in old wooden buildings is not justified.
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inadequate for the many uses required. lb improve the system

would require additional sums which hardly seat justified.

Department of Public Health has inspected it and found that it

contaminates the river and is a source of pollution. The towns-
people also cccplained about this at the hearing, i.e. that the

Occncrrwsalth, which is supposed to abate pollution and its sources.

becomes a cause of pollution, lb remedy this condition would again

necessitate large expenditures of funds.

For all the above reasons, the Ccrmittee finds that the canp consists of

old wooden buildings, providing housing for inmtes and an inadequate

and in appropriate site for the type of program being conducted by the

department at the facility; that the water and sewage systems are in
poor condition; the sewage constituting a pollution hazard to the

area would cost millions of dollars to correct; that the amount of

■oney it would take to restore it to a reasonably decent condition

is unjustified

It is our judgement that based on all the facts found and gathered

from tours and hearings, the committee comes to the conclusion that the

use of MCI Monroe as a correctional facility should be terminated by the

Department of Corrections. The Committee also recommends that the facili ty

be closed by June 30, 1977

pre-release center or as any other type of

correctional program or purpose.

4. Ihe sewer system has caused problems consistently. The State

The Committee has conducted a close look at the

Department's facility at Monroe. We studied various aspects

of the problem, made findings, and now make the following

recommendations

Institution at Monroe be eliminated as a

3. Ihe water supply for the caitp ocmss fron artesian wells and is

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That the Massachusetts Correctional
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2. That the physical plant at Monroe should

not be rehabilitated or improved, and that

further expenditures at the facility are

not in the public interest.

3. That the facility should be closed by

the end of the 1978 fiscal year (June 30, 1978)

and the inmates there at that time be transferred

to other facilities of the department

4. That the main pre-release center for Western

Massachusetts be located somewhere in Hampden

County since the majority of the incarcerations

originate from that county (See attachment IV)

and that the department of corrections immediately

conduct an investigation and study into the feasibility

of instituting small satellite pre-release centers in

each of the other three counties, Berkshire, Hampshire,

and Franklin, in conjunction with private

contractural services or within the frame

of county government, to serve the inmates

who were residents of those respective

counties prior to incarceration.

5. That the Department of Corrections be

required to establish forthwith permanent

advisory committees as adjuncts to each of

its facilities, institutions and programs.
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FRANK J. JIATRANGO, CHAIRMAN

SUBMITTED BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON DECEMBER 14, 1977:

NORTH ADAMS

SPRINGFIELD

NORTHAMPTON

MONTAGUE

WILLIAM NAGLE' 7
O a f.

yd'^Timuic^
THOMAS SIMONS
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